Find the right Sellars® DRC Wiper for your needs!

Sellars Wiper Put Ups

In Action

Put Up Applications

®

Big Grip® Bucket
Our patented Big Grip Bucket
is a water resistant container
that has a flip up center
opening for access to our
DRC wipers and has a large
handle that make it extremely
portable.
®

Big Grip® Refill
Our patented Big Grip® Refill
dispenser is the perfect
hybrid wiper put up. Towels
are packaged in a durable
water resistant poly wrap
with a peel and reseal label
to cover the center opening.

¼ Fold Wipers
Our ¼ Fold wipers are
stacked on top of the other
in a poly wrapper and are
ideal for stationary jobs as
they can be stacked out on
a workbench or counter top
allowing for quick and easy
access to wipers.

Interfold Wipers
Our interfold wipers are
packaged in a cardboard
dispenser box that protects
the towels and allows for
single sheet dispensing and
have the largest sheet size of
any of our standard put ups.

Jumbo
Roll Wipers
Our jumbo roll wipers are
the most efficient wiper
put up in our line as they
have the largest number of
sheets per unit allowing for
less time spent replacing
new wipers compared to
our other put ups.

Perfect for jobs
outside, wet work
sites or storing in the
back of a pick-up or
utility truck as it is
designed to keep your
towels clean and dry
until they are needed

Can either be used
as a refill for the
Big Grip® Bucket
or a standard wall
mount dispenser OR
it can be used as a
stand alone center
pull dispenser

Can be stacked out on
a workbench or counter
top allowing for quick
and easy access to
wipers. Recommended
for areas with limited
space and/or workers
and moderate levels
of contact with grease,
grime, etc.

Recommended for
jobs that require
portability and have
moderate to high
levels of contact with
grease, grime, etc.

Recommended for jobs that
have a large concentration of
employees in one area and
have high levels of contact
with grease, grime, etc.
We have two different types
of dispensers for these rolls:
Roll Stand and Wall Mount.

Roll Towels
Our roll towels have been designed
for maximum portability and simple
dispensing. They can easily be
carried to and from a specific area
that requires a towel, left in an area
with limited space that requires
regular access to towels or can
be used on a simple wall mount
kitchen towel dispenser.

Recommended for
areas with limited
space and/or workers
and has a low to
moderate level of
contact with grease,
grime, etc.

